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Abstract

In this paper we propose a method termed as Face-Specific Subspace DCT Sign Only Product (FSS–DSOP), for face recognition. The proposed method is based on Face-Specific Subspace (FSS) technique using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) sign only product as similarity measure. The proposed approach aims to improve the recognition rate of the FSS technique under small size scenario with illumination variations by making use of DCT sign-only inner product similarity measure for classification. Results obtained from a set of experiments using small training sets sampled from illumination subset of extended Yale-B and PIE face database indicate that the proposed methodology achieves better recognition rate when compared to FSS.
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1 Introduction

The goal in face recognition task is to classify a given test image to one of the N classes present in the database. The most commonly used global approaches for face recognition are based on Principal component Analysis (PCA) [18] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [2]. Recently methods such as correlation filters [20] and FSS [14] have been proposed to solve the face recognition problem. These techniques rely on local or class information and are hence commonly termed as domain description approaches. In domain description techniques the task is not to look for subspace such that the class centers are far
apart while the spread within each class is small as in the case of LDA based classifiers, but to give a general description for a class of objects represented by the training set. Making use of the reconstruction error nature of the Eigenface method an approach termed as FSS has been proposed [14,15] and its superiority over PCA and template matching technique in recognizing human faces under varying illumination conditions has been demonstrated.

Learning in most of the global discriminant learning algorithms is based on a distance metric as similarity measure where as domain description techniques such as canonical correlation analysis [4], correlation filters and correlation based nearest neighbor (NN) classifiers use correlation as similarity measure. Compared to Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance, correlation is not a metric as it cannot satisfy the non-negativity and the triangle inequality. Based on the fact that correlation-based NN classifiers achieve better performance than Euclidean metric-based NN classifiers, face recognition algorithm combining PCA, LDA, and NN classifier based on correlation measure has been proposed [7] to achieve superior performance to other frameworks. It is just this point that inspires us on using correlation similarity measure over error residue distance measure used in the FSS approach. The main idea of the proposed FSS-DSOP approach is very similar to the FSS approach where each of the class is represented by a set of domain description vector which captures most of the structural information of the class in the data space. Under small sample size (SSS) scenario with illumination variations Fisherfaces/LDA approach [1] may not perform as well as some of the domain description classifiers, however recently a variation in multi-class LDA approach based on regularization termed as Regularized Linear Discrimenant Analysis (R-LDA) has been proposed [21,10,6] to obtain optimal recognition rates for a given size of training set. Since the proposed FSS-DSOP approach is based on FSS a comparative study of identification rate is made between FSS-DSOP, FSS, and R-LDA which is used as a base line algorithm for comparison of recognition rate with varying size of training data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background on FSS, sign only correlation and R-LDA. Section 3 gives details of the proposed approach and evaluation procedure. Section 4 provides evaluation results of the FSS–DSOP approach along with a comparison with the FSS and R-LDA methods using illumination subset of Extended Yale-B and PIE face database. Finally, conclusions are provided in section 5.

2 Background

2.1 Face-Specific Subspace (FSS) approach

The eigenface approach to face recognition, also known as PCA, was introduced by Turk and Pentland [18] where in training images from all the classes are used to construct an eigenspace within which face images of each of the classes form a
cluster. The eigenspace so formed not only captures variation between different training class, but also the variation within a given class making it venerable to errors in recognizing images with change in expression and illumination. Making use of the fact that eigenface transform is the optimal transform in terms of minimum square error, it is found that face authentication performance can be improved by constructing eigenspaces from the face images of one person since it is optimally tuned to that person [14,15]. This approach is termed as FSS approach. The outline of FSS approach is as follows. Suppose the training set is made up of \( r \) classes each consisting of \( n_r \) training images with \( m_r \) rows and \( m_c \) columns arranged lexicographically as a \( m \) dimensional column vector

\[
A = [a_1, \ldots, a_n] = [A_1, \ldots, A_r] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \text{ where, } \quad m = m_r \times m_c, \quad n = \sum_{i=1}^{r} n_r,
\]

Let, \( N_i \) be the index set of data items in the class \( A_i \). The average face of subject \( r \) is \( \mu_r = \frac{1}{n_r} \sum_{j \in N_r} a_j \), The difference between each face of subject \( r \) and average \( \mu_r \) of the class is computed as \( S_i = A_i - \mu_i \). Based on \( S_i S_i^T \), \( q \) eigenvectors derived from class \( r \) and denoted as \( u_i \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times q} \).

\[
U_i = eig(S_i S_i^T) \tag{1}
\]

For a given test image \( f \) the projections of \( f \) in the eigenspace of class \( i \) is obtained as \( \lambda = U_i (f - \mu_i) \), using these projections the test image \( f \) can be reconstructed as \( \hat{y} = U_i \lambda \). Classification of a given test image is based on reconstruction error between the mean-adjusted test image \( y = (f - \mu_i) \) and reconstructed image \( \hat{y} \), i.e., \( e = \|y - \hat{y}\|^2 \) which is also commonly termed as residue and the test image is categorized to the class with least residue.

Fig.1 illustrates the first 10 Eigenfaces visualized. It is obvious that the leading Eigenfaces express face patterns to a greater extent, whereas the lower ones portray variance among different faces. The visual effect of Eigenfaces suggests that the leading Eigenfaces represent the common patterns of all faces learnt in the training set, whereas the secondary Eigenfaces collect the between-face variance and noise.

![Fig 1. Leading 10 Eigenfaces trained from 44 images of a sample subject of the PIE illumination face database.](image)
2.2 Regularized Linear Discriminant Analysis (R-LDA)

The basic idea behind the design of global linear classifiers such as LDA is to find a low dimensional subspace by means of a linear transformation so as to maximize the between-class scatter and minimize the within-class scatter so that the subspace obtained exhibits maximum class separation. For a given training set as denoted in section 2.1 the between-class scatter $S_b$, within-class scatter $S_w$ and total scatter $S_t$ matrix are defined as,

$$S_b = \sum_{i=1}^{c} n_i (\mu_i - \mu) \quad S_w = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j \in N_i} (a_i - \mu_i)(a_j - \mu_i)^T \quad S_t = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j \in N_i} (a_i - \mu_i)(a_j - \mu_i)^T$$

Where,

$$\mu_i = \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{j \in N_i} a_i \quad and \quad \mu = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i} \mu_i$$

The optimization criterion in LDA is to find a linear transform $w^T$ which maximizes,

$$\text{trace}\left( (w^T S_w w)^{-1} (w^T S_b w) \right)$$

This criterion is maximized when the columns of $w$ are the eigenvectors corresponding to the $r-1$ largest eigenvalues of,

$$S_B w = \lambda S_W w_i, \text{ i.e. } w_i = \text{Eig}(S_B^{-1} S_W)$$

However in many practical problems there are situations where in number of data samples available are much smaller than dimension of the data space, making application of classical LDA difficult due the ill-posed problem resulting from the limited learning dataset. In order to make LDA applicable to high dimensional small sample size data, a variation in the original LDA technique called as R-LDA is derived, where a diagonal matrix $\alpha I$ with $\alpha > 0$ is added to $S_w$ when $S_w$ is singular or ill-conditioned. Since $S_w$ is symmetric positive semi-definite, $S_w + \alpha I$ is nonsingular for any $\alpha > 0$, therefore one can apply the classical LDA to solve the eigenvalue problem, see [6] for further discussion.

2.3 DCT sign-only correlation and sign-only inner product

Correlation filters [3,11,13] and kernel correlation filters make use of correlation similarity measure in frequency domain using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to build authorization systems where the objective is to decide on the authenticity of the test image. In this work we use DCT as the frequency domain transformation. DCT can consider as a special case of DFT where in the phase component is zero and the structural information present in the phase part of the DFT is contained in the sign of the DCT coefficients. Similar to the concept of Fourier phase only correlation [15,16], the idea behind DCT sign only correlation
is to use the important information about the features and details in an image at reduced representation cost [5]. Also, the sign information of the DCT coefficients (called DCT signs) is robust against scalar quantization noise because positive signs do not change to negative signs and vice versa. Moreover, the concise expression of DCT signs saves physical space to calculate and store them. Because of these DCT properties, target image search and retrieval taking advantage of the DCT signs in coded image has been studied [8].

Unlike DFT which transforms real input into complex coefficients, DCT transforms real inputs into real coefficients. There are four different types of DCT, type II is the one which is commonly used for image coding. The 2D version of DCT type II transform and its inverse is given as

\[
F_{C}(x(k_1, k_2)) = \frac{2}{N} w(k_1) w(k_2) \sum_{n_1=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{n_2=0}^{N_2-1} x(n_1, n_2) \cos \left(\frac{2\pi(n_1+1)k_1}{2N_1}\right) \cos \left(\frac{2\pi(n_2+1)k_2}{2N_2}\right)
\]

\[
x(n_1, n_2) = IF_{C}(x(k_1, k_2)) = \frac{2}{N} w(n_1) w(n_2) \sum_{k_1=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{k_2=0}^{N_2-1} x(k_1, k_2) \cos \left(\frac{2\pi(k_1+1)n_1}{2N_1}\right) \cos \left(\frac{2\pi(k_2+1)n_2}{2N_2}\right)
\]

Where, \(x(n_1, n_2)\) is the 2D matrix with \(0 \leq n_1 < N_1\) & \(0 \leq n_2 < N_2\), \(F_{C}(x(k_1, k_2))\) represents the 2D-DCT with \(0 \leq k_1 < N_1\) & \(0 \leq k_2 < N_2\), with normalization coefficient \(w(k)\) is given as

\[
w(n) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & (n = 0) \\
1 & (n \neq 0) 
\end{cases}
\]

The signs of \(F_{C}(x(k_1, k_2))\) are computed as,

\[
\text{sgn}(x(i, j)) = \begin{cases} 
-1 & (x(i, j) < 0) \\
1 & (x(i, j) \geq 0) 
\end{cases}
\]

For given image \(x\) and a template \(g\) with their respective DCT coefficients \(F_{C}(x), F_{C}(g)\), let \(F_{C}(x)\) and \(F_{C}(g)\) represent vectors obtained by lexicographically arranging \(F_{C}(x)\) and \(F_{C}(g)\), then the normalized correlation surface in frequency domain can be expressed in terms of cross product between these vectors as

\[
R_{C} = \frac{F_{C}(x)}{|F_{C}(x)|} \otimes \frac{F_{C}(g)}{|F_{C}(g)|}
\]

But since DCT coefficients are real numbers \(x/|x| = \text{sgn}(x)\), so the above equation can be written as

\[
R_{C} = \frac{F_{C}(x)}{|F_{C}(x)|} \otimes \frac{F_{C}(g)}{|F_{C}(g)|} = \text{sgn}(F_{C}(x)) \otimes \text{sgn}(F_{C}(g)) = F_{3}(x) \otimes F_{3}(g)
\]
The correlation surface/plane of \( x, g \) in spatial domain is obtained by computing the inverse 2D-DCT of \( R \), i.e. \( \mathbf{f}_C(R_C) \).

While correlation similarity metric has attractive properties such as shift-invariance and tolerance to illumination over the commonly used distance measures such as L1-norm and L2-norm, determining the correlation plane can be computationally demanding during the testing/identification phase because of the need to carry out multiple 2D-IDCT and cross products. In case of face recognition problem methods which are computationally less complex are sought during the testing phase as the decision processes is based on similarity/distance of the given test image over a large number of classes. One of the ways to reduce this computational complexity is to replace the cross product by inner product (dot product). The normalized inner product between lexicographically arranged vectors \( F_C(x) \) and \( F_C(g) \) can hence be computed as.

\[
d(x, g) = \frac{F_C(x) \cdot F_C(g)}{|F_C(x)| \cdot |F_C(g)|}
\]

### 3 FSS-DSOP

Making use of the distance from subspace, i.e., reconstruction error nature of the Eigenface method which is used to detect occurrence of face S. Shan, W. Gao, and D. Zhao [15], proposed the FSS approach and demonstrated the superiority of the FSS approach over traditional Eigenface and template matching approach for recognizing human faces under variation in lighting using Yale face database B. Though the FSS approach outperformed the Eigenface and template matching approach and its computational complexity is linear, it demands more storage requirements as one needs to store the dominant eigenvectors as well as the mean vector of each class in order to compute the residue error between the mean-adjusted test image and reconstructed image. FSS-DSOP approach uses DCT Sign-Only Inner Product similarity measure between the scaled version of the dominant principal components and the test image.

Using DCT sign-only inner product as a similarity measure not only reduces the memory storage requirement as it eliminates the need to store each of the class mean vector and the m dimensional real valued eigenvector is replaced by m dimensional bipolar vector, but is also expected to makes the similarity measure less sensitive to lighting variations in the test image and the training set. Our experimental listed in Section 4.1 and 4.2 strongly support this conclusion.

For a given set of N training images per subject the design procedure for the proposed algorithm termed as FSS–DSOP is given in section 3.1.
3.1 Algorithm

**Input training:** A set of N images of dimension $m_r \times m_c$ from a given class/subject.

**I. Training Phase:**

**Step1.** Obtain the K dominant eigenvectors accounting for 98% of variance seen in a given class using equation 1.

**Step2.** Scale the coefficients of the eigenvectors obtained from step1 to a range of 0-255 and rearrange the column vector in matrix form with mr rows and mc columns.

**Step3.** Get the 2D DCT representation of the scaled 2D version of largest eigenvector using equation 5.

**Step4.** Perform sign only quantization of DCT coefficients using equation 8.

**Step5.** Repeat step 1-3 to build a vector code book consisting of $M \times K$ bipolar vectors representing M subjects.

**II. Testing phase:**

**Step1.** Read the test image to be classified.

**Step2.** Obtain DCT Sign only representation using equations 5 and 8.

**Step3.** Determine the sum of inner product between the DCT sign only representation of the test image with each of the set of bipolar vectors in the designed vector code book.

**Step4.** Associate the test image to the class represented by the code book vectors having the largest cumulative inner product value.

3.2 Evaluation methods

In order to have a measure of representation of the training dataset by the code book vectors obtained from the algorithm the following five tests are conducted.

**A. SSS test:** The SSS test lists the recognition rate of a given approach with varying number of training samples so as to evaluate its learning ability with limited number of training samples. The number of training samples per subject, $L$, is increased from 2 to 20 (i.e. 3% - 31% of the total dataset) in case of Extended Yale B database and 2 to 12 (i.e. 4% - 28% of the total dataset) for illumination set of PIE database. In each round, $L$ images are randomly selected from each of the subjects in the database for training and the remaining images of the same subject are used in the test set. For each $L$, 10 tests were performed and the results are averaged and listed.

**B. Out-Database test:** To test the ability of the algorithm to identify known faces with unknown variations i.e. expressions unseen during training, we use the hold out method/leave one out method by excluding all images with identical expression from the training set and use this hold out images from each of the individual as the test set. Analysis of the identification rate of this test reveals
performance of the algorithm to identify subjects with a particular expression unseen during training.

C. Best 2: In this model of evaluation two expressions in a given data base with best identification rate during Out-Database test method are considered for training. And the test set consisted of all the images belonging to the rest of the expressions.

D. Least 2: This model of evaluation is similar to that Best 2 but instead of using expressions with best identification rate for training we use the expressions associated with least identification rate during the Out-database test method as the training set.

E. Interim 2: In this mode of evaluation, the training set consists of two expressions, with intermediate identification rate during the leave one out test.

4 Experimental Evaluation and Results

In order to establish the validity of the FSS–DSOP algorithm for face recognition problem, it is tested two standard frontal face datasets (cropped versions of Extended Yale-B & illumination subset of PIE) exhibiting large illumination variations. For computational efficiency the images in all the datasets were down sampled to size of $32 \times 32$ pixels. We compare the verification results of FSS–DSOP approach with standard FSS and R-LDA approach. Since R-LDA algorithm is used as benchmark algorithm for performance evaluation of FSS and FSS–DSOP approach regularization parameter $\alpha$ which influences the recognition rate of the R-LDA algorithm needs to be optimally chosen, for the size of training set (L) considered the regularization parameter $\alpha$ of the R-LDA algorithm is evaluated initially over a test grid of $\alpha = [0.001;0.05:1]$ using L number of randomly selected training samples per subject. The value of $\alpha$ ($\alpha^*$) which is associated with the best recognition rate for the given L is later used for the SSS, best2, least2 and interim2 tests. For out-database test the best value of $\alpha$ is obtained in a similar manner by choosing the first expression of each of the subject in the database as the test set. For the FSS and FSS–DSOP approach first K dominant eigenvectors of a class which account for 98% of the class variance are retained.

4.1 Experiments on illumination subset Extended Yale-B database

The illumination subset of extended Yale Face Database B [9] contains of 28 human subjects under 64 illumination conditions. We use the cropped version of this dataset; Fig 2. shows images/expressions of one of the subjects in this database.

Table 1 & 2 gives a comparative list of experimental results obtained using the evaluation methods discussed in section 3.2. Fig.3 gives further details of ten trials of the SSS on extended Yale b database in form of box plots. Fig.4 shows
the plot of identification rate of each of the expression using the holdout-expression/out-database method.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig 2.** Images of the first subject from Extended Yale-B face database arranged sequentially (top left to bottom right) in terms of the expression index 1-64.

**Table 1:** Recognition Rate/std in % of FSS-DSOP, FSS using K dominant eigen vectors and R-LDA, using SSS test on Extended Yale-B face database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training samples/subject (L)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FSS-DSOP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FSS</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R-LDA</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(α*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.95)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.55)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Recognition Rate in % of FSS-DSOP, FSS using K dominant eigen vectors and R-LDA on Extended Yale-B face database, using evaluation methods B-E as listed in section 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation methods</th>
<th>Out-Database</th>
<th>Best 2</th>
<th>Least 2</th>
<th>Interim2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FSS –DSOP</strong></td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K)</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FSS</strong></td>
<td>93.</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K)</td>
<td>3(7)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R-LDA</strong></td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(α*)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.95)</td>
<td>(0.95)</td>
<td>(0.95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results obtained, considerable improvement in identification rate is observed for the FSS–DSOP method over FSS and R-LDA when learning is based on small training set (L). This conclusion is confirmed by the results obtained
from the best2, worst2 and intrim2 tests listed in table2. FSS–DSOP and FSS exhibit better performance than R-LDA for larger training set i.e. for $L=20$ and out-database test.

Fig 3. Box plots of identification rate of FSS-DSOP, FSS and R-LDA from the ten trials of SSS tests (Yale-B database) with varying training samples.

Fig 4. Out-data identification rate of each of the 64 expressions of Yale-B database obtained using, FSS, R-LDA and FSS-DSOP approach.

4.2 Experiments on PIE illumination subset

We focus on the frontal face illumination subset (Pose27) of the PIE database [17] consisting of 68 persons with 43 images of different illumination for each subject. Fig.5 shows images of one of the subjects in this database.

Table 3 & 4 gives a comparative list of experimental results obtained using the evaluation methods discussed in section 3.2. Fig.6 gives further details of the ten trials of SSS test on PIE illumination subset in form of box plots. From the results obtained, improvement in identification rate is observed for the FSS–DSOP method over FSS approach, R-LDA and the FSS–DSOP approach showed almost
identical recognition rate when learning with small training set \((L)\). This conclusion is confirmed by the results obtained from the best2, and least2 tests however in case of interim2 test since FSS and FSS–DSOP displayed extremely good recognition rate for the out-database test. As there were no enough samples to construct the interim2 training set hence the training set for interim2 test was obtained by sampling one expression from the best2 and one expression from the least2 training set. For out-database test FSS–DSOP and FSS achieved better recognition rates than R-LDA. Fig.7 shows the plot of identification rate of each of the expression using the holdout-expression/out-database method.

Fig 5. Images of a sample subject from PIE Illumination subset (pose 27) database arranged sequentially (top left to bottom right) in terms of the expression index 1-43.

Table 3. Recognition Rate in % of FSS-DSOP, FSS using \(K\) dominant eigenvectors and R-LDA, using SSS test on PIE - illumination subset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training samples/subject ((L))</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSS -DSOP ((K))</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSS ((K))</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-LDA ((\alpha^*))</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 6. Box plots of identification rate of FSS-DSOP, FSS and R-LDA from the ten trials of SSS tests (on extended illumination subset of PIE face database) with varying training samples.

Fig 7. Out-data identification rate of each of the 64 expressions of PIE-illumination

5 Observations and Conclusion

Aimed towards reducing the storage requirements of FSS approach, we introduced FSS–DSOP approach based on DCT sign only inner product as similarity measure for face recognition. Based on comparison of the identification rate of the FSS–DSOP approach with FSS, and R-LDA methods conclusions can be drawn that:

When learning with small sample size training set FSS–DSOP approach achieved better recognition rate than FSS approach, hence DCT sign only correlation appears to be more robust similarity measure over reconstruction error under SSS scenario.

When learning was based on most of the samples in a given dataset FSS and FSS–DSOP achieve better recognition rates than R-LDA technique but no claim could
be made between FSS and FSS–DSOP since the difference between the two seem to be insignificant, however under this scenario FSS–DSOP which uses bipolar representation of the eigenvectors in its vector code book demands lesser storage requirement compare to FSS in which one needs to store the dominant eigenvectors as well as the mean vector of each class.

Under SSS scenario from recognition rates obtained from FSS–DSOP were relatively better then R-LDA for extended Yale-B database and comparable in case of illumination subset of PIE database.
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